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collbd01 Start date May 29, BrutalB83 Brutal Moderator Moderator. H22, or K24, if you have mad
cash to blow. Forget the B B-series into the Accord is a no no. Build the f22 block and swap to a
H23 or h22 head. Just swap the h K-series is going to set you back a few thousand. You can
build what you have a turbo it. Like brutal said. It all depends on how deep your pockets can go.
Well considering that if your also converting to manual your gonna need more stuff than just
motor and tranny from a nother car, i would plan on like for parts alone, then a whole shit load
of your time or someone elses. Im thinking about doing that to my accord this summer If you
are converting to a manual Have fun with that My dad went crazy trying to get the wiring figured
out so that he could get a wire for the manual tranny to work Well I think either the H22 or F20
Blue top would be really good for an accord the guy at JDM told me he would swap a F20 for 3,
that includes everything engine tranny ecu It all depends on how much you're willing to spend
Uhhhh when did a manual transmission on an accord need a cumputer to run it. Post reply.
Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar threads D. Automatic Accord Engine swap. Dirty x Sock Jan 24,
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need some help! Idk if I should Build my f22b1 or swap to a h22 on my 96 accord. Elizerobarber
Mar 2, Accord. Replies 1 Views Mar 2, Briansol. Replies 0 Views Mar 29, rbgbenny B18b1 wiring
harness. Replies 2 Views This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. At one point, the fifth generation
Accord, produced from to , was the best selling car in America. It appeared on one renowned
automotive magazine's best list more times than any other car in the world. It's even arguably
one of the better looking Accords ever made. In spite of its achievements as a utilitarian
consumer vehicle, though, the Honda rarely gets a whole lot of respect outside of its native
suburbanite habitat. A simple engine swap with a modern K-series engine and that Accord
could be back on the "most desired" list. Not any K series, though, just the 2. In the heavier
Accord, however, this may actually be the best engine to get. You may be wondering to
yourself, why would I put a hp K24 in my fifth gen. Indeed the marginal power increase doesn't
seem to merit the expense. Well, there are a couple of reasons. First, the K24 will have more
torque everywhere in the powerband thanks to the cam phasing found in iVTEC motors.
Second, that F-series is pushing ten years and could be nowhere near what it used to be.
Finally, K24's are starting to pile up in junkyards. To simplify production, it appears the head on
the A2 the real 3-lobe VTEC and the A4 economy VTEC are very similar when it comes to
combustion chamber size, port area, and valve dimensions. This suggests that if someone
would just make a big cam for the non-A2 heads we should see pretty good power from lesser
K24 engines. That somebody will soon be Skunk2. Preliminary testing has shown over wheel hp
for these engines with minor modifications. Now that you're interested in a K24 for your CD
Accord, here's what else you'll need. Finally, like any K swap, you'll need the shifter box and
cables from the Accord or TSX the engine came out of. Power steering works simply by
rerouting a line to the other side of the car remember: the K-series is oriented degrees from an F
engine. Air conditioning is possible, but only with a tubular front crossmember Full-Race makes
one and a pair of custom made hoses. The stock radiator works but takes some hose trickery,
so for this swap, Hasport used the radiator from an ' Civic Si since it has in's and out's on the
correct sides. It may seem like a lot of things to get, but if you want more power out of your
CD-chassis Accord, or if you just want to have one of the coolest fifth gens. Check out this
clean show car! Read all about a custom Honda Accord coupe, brought to you exclusively by
the experts at Euro Tuner Magazine. Or maybe you do most of your driving at night on poorly lit
streets. Or maybe you just want. Honda's top-selling Accord gets updated technology but loses
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This time around I'm documenting the actual swap process, but instead of just watching, taking
notes, and snapping a few pictures, I thought I'd actually perform the swap as if I'd just read the
original story. Of course, the downside of a K24 is that you won't get that infamous horsepower,
but you would get a K-swap, and lately, just having that is heading toward the top of most
enthusiasts' lists. Now that more aftermarket support for the K24 has surfaced, as well as the
excellent torque that the 2. However, Hasport has stepped up once again to lead the industry.
Additionally, by mid-summer, they should have the ''00 version available as well. At that time,
Hasport will also have a dual height version similar to the EKK2 available. Here's the quick
breakdown of this new swap: you'll be using the standard K24, not the real VTEC one, but the
other one. With more than , Accords made every year since , these engines are pretty much
everywhere. The Accord is your source for a cheap manual transmission too. The bonus to the
Accord transmission is its shifter box and cables. That's at least half the cost of RSX stuff.
Using Accord parts is essentially the cornerstone to this swap, and where the major savings
come in. But we found a few other savings thanks to Hasport and the forums. On our '95 Integra
four-door, we wanted to keep the power steering, so we didn't use this. But because we kept the
K's power steering pump, we could also keep the original tensioner. Next was the fuel supply
system. The K24 doesn't use a fuel return from the fuel rail, but the Integra does. What's usually
done is a full blown kit, from someone like K-Tuned, that includes lines, AN fittings on braided
hose, a billet fuel rail, and billet fuel pressure regulator FPR. Keeping our budget in mind, we
went the eBay route. A simple Chinese FPR with all push-on line connections is less than fifty
bucks shipped. I'd never use one of these things for a turbo engine, but for a constant pressure
setup like the K24 requires, it's a perfect fit. By adding just one twelve-inch piece of fuel line, we
had the entire system connected with parts that were already under the hood. A few other
pennies were pinched with the clutch line, power steering hose and more, but the captions will
display those. The rest of the story, however, revolves around the old saying "the devil in the
details. Physically performing this swap with my own two hands wasn't so I could put wrench to
bolt, but rather to try and help readers out when they go to do a swap that's really not
commonplace just yet. Since we're not using RSX-S stuff, there are many new parts, and in
typical Honda fashion, many things are interchangeable. On the flip side, there are some other
parts that aren't so compatible. The Swap The first thing you're going to stumble on is the
engine. The Accord K24 is going to be the easiest to get and 95 percent of the time, the
cheapest. They are just everywhere. We paid a bit more for our '05 unit, but it only had 35, miles
on it. Next, you're going to need an Accord five-speed and shifter box with cables.
Unfortunately, the yards often don't care about the cables. They often will have the shifter, but
90 percent cut the cables on the tranny when just pulling two cotter pins would actually save
the cables. So here's your big tip for getting the engine and trans. Try to work with one of the
larger national yards like LKQ first. If you get lucky, they will still have something in a car and
you can get it all in one shot. But their process works to just completely disassemble the cars
as soon as they come in. If you strike out with them, do a and try a local yard. Here is where you
can talk to a counter guy who might actually enjoy cars and be interested in what you're doing.
More often than not, in an attempt to save money, local shops won't pull anything until it's sold.
That means everything you need will still be in there. That's a good thing, because while you
might find low prices and cherry stuff at the big box, you're going to get nickel and dimed to
death like I did. The K24 came as a long block only. No accessories at all, and it even had a
broken TPS. The transmission was also cheap and had low miles, but was just a transmission.
Even an aftermarket clutch and flywheel was too much, so it was the local little guy Alma
Imports to the rescue. They let me walk the yard and we pulled a flywheel and clutch from an
Element. We also took the complete engine harness both sections. That brings me to some of
the electronics involved in this swap. Unfortunately we can't use the Accord engine harness. It
splits in the engine compartment like an EH. The ''05 Element works too, but you'll have to
re-pin it. It's similar to an OBD 2a and 2b system. The plugs are the same, but Honda shifted
some of them around a bit. Since Hasport did all the wiring, they performed the re-pinning ''06
RSX will also have to be re-pinned. The last piece here is ECU. The Accord and Element have
the same engine. The CRV is a little different. But it has the same pin-out as the RSX. Why not
the Accord or Element? The others can't. To get around the immobilizer and multi-plexer issue,
K-Tuned came to the rescue with their little black box that kills them both. This little beauty
requires just four wires at the ECU, and two big problems are completely eliminated. The rest is
basically the same stuff you'd encounter during an RSX-S swap. Same half shaft, same custom
axles, same wiring conversion from Hasport or DIY, install is the same, and the swap header
requirement yes, the K-Tuned swap header does clear, even with the taller K24 block. Overall,
it's about the same number hours to complete the work. This K-swap for the masses should

make for a huge boom in the swap biz and breathe new life into some of the older chassis. And
the torque output compared to a B16 is a night-and-day difference. In time, I'm sure it will be the
same for this swap. They are generally '06 and up. The Accord five-speed and TSX six-speed are
the only trannies you can use. Most engines have a broken TPS because of front-end collisions.
Get an engine with a good TPS, make sure it's the first thing you check. The coolant inlet or
thermostat will likely be broken too, and it's plastic. If you can't find Accord shift cables, don't
worry, they're cheap. Most of the time the yard will have it on hand. The chassis' speedometer
isn't going to work without a convertor box from someone like Dakota Digital. An EP3 radiator is
a great choice because it drops right in, is full size, and has a fan switch in the bottom of it, but
any radiator that fits can be used. The radiator hoses are a crazy mix. Buy couplers to cut and
paste them together. Note: Only the costs that we could lower are shown here. Labor for this
swap should be the same as a K20a2 swap. Anything needed from shifter box installation, to
fuel lines, to the crazy wiring, is all the same. The savings come from using alternative parts.
The more upscale Honda Accord enters the world with a new powertrain lineup, a new hybrid
system, and a speed transmission. A teaser sketch for the 10th-gen Honda Accord has been
released ahead of the car's debut in Detroit on July The Honda Accord will feature a 2. Honda
debuts new mobility solutions including a self-balancing motorcycle, new AI tech to improve
self-driving systems for cars, and a personal mobility device. Cali Accord Meet turns five in ,
marking the occasion with its biggest field of entries ever. Over the past 40 years, Honda has
sold over Cali Accord Meet Hondata Turns Honda Accord 2. Honda Tuning how to. Tim Kelly
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quired different mounts for the Accord five-speed. An OBD 2 unit will plug right in; older
models will need a different plug. With this, you use the alternator as the belt tensioner. No need
for an expensive aftermarket or EP3 unit. But it has an immobilizer and expects a multi-plexor to
be in the car. To get around that, K-Tuned has a little black box that worked perfectly for us.
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